Introduction
A stochastic di erential equation can arise either as a meaningful quantity in itself (e.g. as a model of physical, biological, or economic behaviour, or as something of geometric signi cance), or as a way of constructing or representing a di usion process. The study of the solution ow is of obvious importance in the rst situation. In the second the precise form of the ow will depend on the choice of stochastic di erential equation used, and di erent choices can lead to ows with radically di erent properties. However the ow does contain all the information about the di usion processes and so about its associated generator and Markov semigroup; and conversely properties of the semigroup restrict the qualitative behaviour of the ow Elw82], Sch89], Li94a], Elw92]. This is also true of the 'linearization' of the ow, the derivative ow. The extension of Ruelle's ergodic theory of di eomorphisms to stochastic ows Car85] has shown how the linearization re ects the stability properties of the ow. it is shown that the behaviour of the linearization is intimately connected with the topology of the underlying state space. Some of these results and their geometric consequences are described in xx1,2,4 below, while in x3 we describe criteria in terms of the coe cients of the equation which give the relevant properties, and even existence in the non-compact case, of the ows.
The derivative ow arises naturally from di erentiation under the expectation sign in the Feyman-Kac formula. This leads to useful, and simple, formulae exhibiting the smoothing properties of non-degenerate Markov semigroups EL94] extending Bismut's well known formula ( which uses the Ricci curvature of the associated metric). There are also analogous formulae for the heat equation for q-forms on a Riemannian manifold, and these are described in x5.
The 'Ricci ow' which appears in Bismut's formula comes from the Markov generator of the di usion; in x1 D we give a result from EY93] which in particular shows that the Ricci ow can be considered as a predictable projection of the derivative ow for the gradient stochastic di erential equation. This emphasizes the fact that the derivative ow involves additional structure. This can also be put in a topological context: for example, in the compact case, strong moment stability for the Ricci ow implies that the fundamental group is nite Li95] while for the derivative ow it implies that the fundamental group vanishes, see x1B, ( up to the explosion time of (1). Nevertheless jv t j need not to be integrable so that the moment exponents may not exist, and also the associated semigroup P t on 1-forms given by P t ( )(v 0 ) = E (v t ) with its extensions to q forms may not exist, and there is no reason to believe we can di erentiate under the expectation sign to obtain d(P t f) = P t (df) for P t the Markov semigroup associated to (1). It turns out Li92] that integrability conditions on jv t j are the key to all of these questions, at least when A = 1 2 4 + rh, and to most of them in general. Criteria for such integrability can, in turn, be obtained in terms of the coe cients of (1) and (7). For nonexplosion a modi cation of a proof by Bakry Bak86] As for di erentiation under the expectation sign, for arbitrary generator A we have Li94c] EL94] for all f bounded with bounded rst derivatives, dP t f = ( P t )(df) provided for each t > 0 and compact subset K, sup x2K EjT x F t j 1+ < 1 for some > 0 and E sup s t jT x F s j < 1.
It turns out that it is useful to have weaker notions than the existence of a continuous solution ow, and (1) is said to be strongly p-complete if there is a version of the solution ow continuous on any given (smooth) image in M of the standard p-simplex. For example the ow of dx t = dB t on R n ?f0g is easily seen to be strongly (n-2)-complete, but not strongly (n-1)-complete. Furthermore Li94c]if (1) is strongly (n-1)-complete, then it has a global smooth solution ow, i.e. is strongly complete ('strictly conservative'). B. These ideas enable the extension of some of the result of x1 to the noncompact case. The rst example applied to a cylinder almost shows that no periodic system (1) on R n can be strongly moment stable Li92]:
For a complete Riemannian manifold and (1) with generator 1 2 4 + rh, assume there is no explosion and sup x2K E sup s t jTF s j < 1 for all compact subsets K, then the rst homotopy group 1 (M) vanishes if we have strong moment stability.
There are also cohomology obstructions to strong moment stability in the non-compact case Li92]:
If M is a Riemannian manifold on which there is a strongly p-complete and strongly p-th moment stable (i.e. K (p) < 0 for all compact sets K) stochastic di erential equation, then all bounded closed p-forms are exact. Consequently the natural map from H p K (M; R), the pth real cohomology with compact supports, to H p (M; R), the pth real cohomology, is trivial for such a manifold.
Conditions on the coe cients
The results mentioned depend on integrability conditions on TF t . These are controlled by the quadratic eld H p de ned for Brownian systems with drift Z, or any system on R n with A = Z, by: 6 Di erentiation of heat semigroups Let P q t = e 1 2 4 q t be the heat semigroup for q-forms on M. The derivatives of gradient ows can be used to give rather simple formulae for dP q t in terms of the given q-forms when is not necessarily di erentiable. For this de ne the 1-form valued process t by t;x (v) = Z t 0 < X(x s )dB s ; TF s (v) > (so f t;x : t 0g is a local martingale in T x M with tensor quadratic variation f R t 0 ((T x F s ) T x F s ) ds : t 0g ). In fact for a gradient system, t is exact: 
